

Call Us Free On 0800 169 9494Or Our Mobile 07537 149 795
The LOCAL Plumbers
NO CALL OUT CHARGE
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FAST & LOCAL - SAME DAY SERVICE 


The Same Day LOCAL Plumbers
 
Hello, we are The LOCAL Plumbers, We specialise in All Types of Emergency and NON - Emergency Plumbing Jobs, Services, Problems & Repairs.
We offer a SAME DAY PLUMBERS SERVICE & were on call 7 days a week, We await your call to attend any Job at a time of your convenience.
We have over 25 years experience in the Plumbers Trade so our service to you is only the best, Call us now.
Our Main types of jobs are Tanks, Taps, Leaks, Leaks, Overflows, Toilet Flushes, Roof Tanks, Immersion Heaters, Hot Water Cylinders, Ballvalves, Stopcocks, Shower Repairs, Outside Taps, Shower Pumps, Blocked Sinks & Toilets. If you don't see what you want give us a call were here to help, thankyou.
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Our Main Types of Jobs are
  Tanks
  Taps
  Leaks
  Leaks
  Overflows
  Toilet Flushes
  Roof Tanks
  Immersion Heaters
  Hot Water Cylinders
  Ballvalves
  Stopcocks
  Shower Repairs
  Outside Taps
  Shower Pumps
  Blocked Sinks & Toilets are just to name a few of the Plumbers Services we carry out If you don't see what you want give us a call were here to help thankyou.


Call us now for all your EMERGENCY & NON EMERGENCY Plumbers Jobs - Services - Problems - Repairs we're on call!
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What our clients say

The Plumber was very helpful in doing what we needed to know about the job we had asked for. Would use this service again.
Mrs D

Excellent Plumbing service. Professional, fast, efficient and friendly
T.W.

Got the number off the internet, came within one and half hour after ringing. Visited by Steve, lovely man very efficient and helpful, problem was more than originally thought. Got it all sorted for me. Would highly recommend
Mr P

Plumber who came to fix my problem was very nice, smiling and helpful. He was efficient, neat and tidy in his work. I would and will recommend to anyone.
J.K.

Rang this morning to arrange for a Plumber to come and do my repair. A nice gentleman had only just started with the company. He arrived this afternoon and did a fantastic job, was only here 40 minutes & problem solved. Thank you
L.W.

Very quick response, friendly, competent and reassuring Plumber who attended the next day. He also made follow up visit at my convenience. A follow up phone call by the company to make sure all ok and I was satisfied was made a couple of days later. Overall a good reliable service.
P.

He got working straight away at pace. Friendly and insisted on cleaning up after the work was completed.
W

Arrived before estimated time & fixed the problem that we had for a while. Others could not find the source of the issue. Would recommend.
S.J.



MIXER & SINGLE TAPS
[image: ]We repair or we can supply and fit all different types of taps like sink, shower mixers, bath, basin, mixers outside taps, or we are happy to fit your own.

SHOWER REPAIRS & INSTALLS
[image: ]With our vast knowledge of showers we replace, install, repair all types of showers if they are power showers, electric showers, mixer showers we do all types.

TOILET FLUSHES & VALVES
[image: ]Being a Plumbers favourite Job we know toilets, we can repair, replace, install, all types of toilets. The expertise is the toilet flushes, float valves, overflows, or maybe perhaps it may just be leaking.

CYLINDERS & IMMERSIONS
[image: ]We know all about roof storage tanks, hot water cylinders, immersion heaters so if you have a fault or leak you have come to the right place The LOCAL Plumbers

LEAKING PIPES & FITTINGS
[image: ]Everyone sometime get that horrid little leak that never goes away, With us knowing all about pipe leaks we can get you back to normal fast with a quick fix

EMERGENCY PLUMBING
[image: ]Don't panic call us now, were be there, all Emergency Leaks Fixed Fast, Ring Us were near you now, Fast and LOCAL Plumbers on call

BALLVALVES & OVERFLOWS
[image: ]That drip from the overflow is always there, never despair The LOCAL Plumbers will be there! Call us for all ballvalves and overflow pipes to be fixed fast

COLD WATER STORAGE TANKS
[image: ]Having a cold water storage tank in the loft never gets checked! If you notice a patch on your ceiling upstairs or no you haven't got the proper lagging could be no lid which will let all the dust and vermin in have it sorted fast. Call Us now

MAINS WATER STOPCOCKS
[image: ]The most important valve in your home is the Mains Water Stopcock! This stopcock is always under high pressure and the main water stop tap to your home, Make sure it's working correctly, if it's not call us as we mean all Stopcocks and Mains water pipes.

BLOCKED SINKS & BASINS
[image: BLOCKED SINKS]Blocked Sinks in a Kitchen, Bathroom or utility room never come at the right time! We have all the unblocking equipment to get you unblocked fast

BLOCKED TOILETS
[image: BLOCKED TOILETS]Blocked Toilets are always unpleasant and can be very smelly If it be upstairs or down were on call to clear these horrid Blockages

BLOCKED SHOWERS & BATHS
[image: BLOCKED SHOWERS]Blocked Shower Tray or Bath, that's no problem to us we have all the update tools to unblock and get you back to normal fast

BATHROOM PLUMBING
[image: ]A Bathroom being the daily use for the household your need to keep your Plumbing running swiftly, Call us we fix all types of Bathroom blockages and leaks with minimal disruption to get you back to normal fast

KITCHEN PLUMBING
[image: ]If it a Sink needs Plumbing in or a washing machine maybe even if you have leaks or blockage we do it all from water to waste pipes in a fast and professional way

5* STAR REVIEWS
[image: ]Have a read above of what our happy customers have to say about us which we are very happy to serve a excellent Plumbers service



Call us now for all your EMERGENCY & NON EMERGENCY Plumbers Jobs - Services - Problems & Repairs - we're on call!



For all your FAST & LOCAL Plumbers Jobs we are only a phone call away, We can deal with any issues you may have in a calm & Professional way. We are Experts in within the Plumbers trade so we no our way around all kinds of situations we are Just a call away. Call us Now
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